Example 1: Did you distribute ANY product into Washington?

- If you did not distribute any product in the State, line 1 = zero.
- If product was distributed, regardless of the amount or package size, a value is required.

- If line 1 is zero, then no fees are due if reported by the due date.
- Form 4302D is required showing the amount of each product distributed. (Do not break down by component; report the actual blend/mix distributed.)
Example 2: Fertilizer or Lime Purchased From a Company
- Product purchased from another company can only be exempted if that company is paying the inspection fee.
  - Form 4302A is required showing the name of the company you purchased from and their address.

Example 3: Distribution to a Registrant or Licensee
- Product distributed to a registrant or licensee, can be exempted.
  - If exempting, Form 4302B is required showing the name of the company and address of where the product was distributed.